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Description:

Anne & Diana (The Friendship)
CROSS STITCH PATTERN READY TO DOWNLOAD, DESIGNED BY Gera! by Kyoko Maruoka

This cross stitch pattern was inspired by the passage in the book Anne of Green Gables by Lucy Maud
Montgomery, where Anne, longing for a friend, gets to meet Diana.

"Oh, Diana," said Anne at last, clasping her hands and speaking almost in a whisper,"oh, do you think
you can like me a little-enough to be my bosom friend?"

Anne is lonely. She has long been aspiring to meet a bosom friend and her expectations have built up ever
since she heard another little girl was living in her new neighbourhood. Anne has red hair and finds herself
unlikable, whereas she finds Diana to be the prettiest she has ever met.
The cross stitch motif featuring the two girls seated, is surrounded by a beautiful dove and daisy frame.
A complementary chart extracted from this design features 4 corner motifs that can be turned into coasters,
napkins or cards.

A cross stitch pattern by Gera! by Kyoko Maruoka.
>> see more patterns by Gera! by Kyoko Maruoka
Chart info & Needlework supplies for the pattern:
Anne & Diana (The Friendship)

Chart size in stitches: 89 x 110 (wide x high)
Needlework fabric: 32ct linen Permin Sandstone
>> View size in my choice of fabric (fabric calculator)
Stitches: Cross stitch,
Chart: Black & White, Color
Threads: DMC
Number of colors: 26
Themes: Anne of Green Gables, Lucy Maud Montgomery, bosom friends, childhood, girls

>> see patterns by Gera! inspired by artistic works
>> see all patterns related to Friends and Friendship (all designers)

>> see all patterns related to Books and Literature (all designers)
All patterns on Creative Poppy's website are printable and available for instant download.
Price in £ or €: select a currency in top right section of this page.
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